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A number of interconnection alporithms exist and have
been used quite successfully.

. - d?fferiny in
However, most of them, though

detail, appear to subscribe to the .same
underlying philosophy \?hich has developed from that for
single layer boards, Arguments are advanced which Question
the validity of this philosophy in the environment of
multilayer board technology.

A new philosophy is developed in this report, which, it
is hoped, will be more suited for use with
boards, Based on

multilayer
this philosophy, a n interconnection

alporithn is then developed in a step by step fashion,.





Substmti31 effort has Tone into the devclopnent  of

interconnection alrorithns, resultir-w  in a vast improvemnt

in their performance. In nest Cases, however, this effort

i7 2. S been directed at refinin,p one or other cf the dis,ioint

steps constituting the interconnection alrorithm, ;I n cl

despite the fact th,?.t the enviroment has chanped

considerably, the underlying nhilosophy 11 c2 s renained

relatively static. The FOS t simificant component of the

Fhanf;:e ix the cnvironrle~t WY caused by the introduction of

nultilayer boards. De shall address ourselves to the

fornulation  of a philosophy suited to c~ultilaycred  boards.

In Section, 2 we discuss current alforithns and the

philosophy underlyinr: then. we shall also point out sorx of

their shortconin~s. In Section 3 1~~3 shall outline the new

philosophy and alf:orithr?  that are devcloped in this report,

Gased on this, in Section 4, we shall examine the r-leans for

irxorporztinp this philosopher ixto a workin? alyorithn..

In the context of this report, we shall consider the

interconnccti-on algorithm to be that pwt of the L?,esirn
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Autormtion system which, startiny: with a net list, produces

the w i r e layout for the layered board. In particular,

placecent, pin and rate assipnment shall not be considered

Z? any detail. HorJever, we shall indicate how some of these

functions nay be absorbed into the algorithm which is to be

developed here.

2. A REVIE\J OF EXISTIf\JC ALCORITlI!IS

Host existing interconnection techniques are designed

to execute in fcur relatively disjoint steps. They normally

acce& as input the net list, i.e. the list of the sets of
. w
pins that have to be connected to one another, The four

steps are:-

2 . 1 . WIRE LIST DE'i'ERIIIIJATIOIJ

This step converts the net list to a wire list. This

er?tails IspecifCnF the list of wires which Ml1 interconnect

the pins bclonrinr to a net. In general these pins Ray be

connected by some type of tree or chain, An attempt is made
c

to minimize the total length of the tree or chain, the

rationale beinK that this will facilitate the subsequent

steps, particularly the layout step. During the placement



phase, a positive correlation exists between the total

interconnection length and the routability observed during

the subsement interconnection phase, Elence, t h e total

length is a rleaningful criterion duritif placement. Elowever,

it is not clear that the total wire length should be the

prime consideration during the wire list determination stepi

An attempt at reducing the total length of a net to a

minimum results in each net being interconnected

independently of the other nets arocnd it-. One could,

conceivably, end up increacinFp the number of intersections

and, hence, defrradi.nF: routability by placing excessive

enpha.sis upon the total length,. Stevens has observedf-
[XTEV72] that localized conpestion mipht have more effect

upon the routability of a board than has the total wire

len@h, It is advisable, therefore, to concentrate pore on

emalizing the \Jire density over the board when detemininr

the wire list.

2.2. LAYERING

I f rmltiple layers are available for routing, a n

atter?pt is made to place on separate layers those wires that

interfere most with one another. The Fpoal here is to

nininize the total amount of interference as def'ined by some



rieasure. The most common measure of interference between

two wires is to check for a Euclidean intersection between

them. Thus the measure of interference between two wires
.

&umes the value 1 if both are on the same layer and if

their Euclidean routes intersect, and 0 otherwise, This

measure can be criticized on the grounds that since wires

are normally laid out in a rectilinear fashion, the

Cuclidean measure is unduly severe because the Euclidean

routes IZZiy intersect even thouFh the rectilinear ones do

not.

f&ordinf:ly, Abel [ADEL72A] and Rubin [RUB1731 have
. -
proposed neasures of interference based lIpon rectilinear

routes, The weight assigned to the interference between two

1 iTires is a function of the Panner in which the Ninimum

ljistancc Rectangles (NDR) of the two wires overlap, As

before, the measure of interference assumes this value only

when both wires are on the sarx layer.

In either case, the aim of the 1ayerinFp step is to

nininize the total interf'erence between all wires taken two

at a tine by assicninp them to layers appropriately* This

could be stated a s a problen in linear proqrammin~,



HOweVer, the cost of solvinr it this way pees up

exponentially with the nurlber of wires [RURI73], Instead,

heuristic methods have been proposed to accomplish this task

1-e% ~Al3EL72A],[RUKY73],[ROZE64] and [AKER72].

The problem lrith this approach to layering is that it

is based upon insufficient and misleading information,

Clearly, the layerinr has to depend uy;on the final layout of

the wires. I!owever, the initial layout of the wires,

\Jhether Euclidean or rectilinear, very often bears little

resemblance to the final layout. This is particularly so

with the lonper wires.L‘ . Furthernore, it is not sufficient to
. -

consider the interference between wires taken only two at a

time. Wires which initially did not interfere might well do

SO wh en they are eventually routed. This is caused by

non-intersecting wires which, nevertheless, interfere

because they both pass throuFph the same conrested area.

RoutinK one of them through that area might reauire that the

other be displaced. This is a form of interference that is

overlooked at the layering step with the result that

non-intersecting sets of w i r e s cet assigned to the sane

layer in violation of capacity constraints,
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L. 3. ORDERING

This step is considered to be the critical one in most

algorithm. The reason for this lies in the nature of the

1s t step, the lavout stem.c Typically the layout algorithm

is topolo@cally inflexible and is unable to forsee the

consequences of the decisions that it makcs,i.e., it lacks

lookahead capability, This beinp the case, it is deemed

essential that wires be laid out in the V'optimurn  order?

This mans that the first byire laid out should be the one

which has the lowest potential for interference with the

rer?aininr wires '. This necessitates a measure for the

Veprge of interference" between wires. Ileasures for-.
. -
interference have been proposed by Akers [AKER72] and Abel

[ABEL72A]. However, both these measures assune that two

w i r e s1 that do not intersect, or whose MDR's do not overlap,

do not interfere. This assmption is generally not valid,

since the route allocated to a. wire, during the layout step,

mipht end up passing through the flDR of a wire with which it

originally had no conflict. Furthermore, wires that

intersect have varying degrees of interference. For
c

instance, if the point of intersection is close to either

end of the wire, the interference is less than if the

intersection were at the center. In addition, the



congestion in the vicinity of the intersecting pair is an

indication of the effect on other wires of eliminating this

intersection. A measure that took all these factors into
--*-3

account might be of some value, However , such a measure

would not be amenable to measurement, In view of the

inadequacy of the measures of interference, it is not

surprisinp to find that the specific ordering used does not

inpact performance much. Abel [AEEL72F] claim very little

difference in the performance of ordering schemes, some of

which are diametrically opposed in their philosophies,

indicating  a lack 0 f correlation between the measures of

interference used and the actual potential for interference
. -

that nigh t. exist, Even in retrospect, having laid out a

board in the best possible way, it is difficult to specify a

rigid order in which the wires should be routed to produce

the same layout since it often happens that two wires nust

each make way for the other in different areas of the board,.

Zcutinp either wire first would result in the other one

beinp blocked, This would all seen to question the

effectiveness of an a priori ordering IThen the routing: is

neither iterative nor has lookahead,



2 . 4 . LAYOUT

This final step is concerned with the actual layout of
')L.4

the' interconnection paths on the card. In most cases this

is carried out one wire at a time, The order in which the

wires are laid out is specified by the ordering step, The

most frequently used wire routing a.lcorithm is Lee's

alForithn. It is topologically inflexible and possesses no

lookahead capability. For reasons already mentioned, the

probability of one wire hindering the layout of a subsequent

one is high. Hitchcock [HITC69] has proposed the Cellular

Routi= algorithm which is topolo~ically flexible,
. -
Hashinoto and Stevens' [HASH721 Channel Assignment algorithm

has the same virtue but requires the use of vias which

. detracts from its generality, Rubin [RUE31741 has described

an iterative version of Lee's algorithm which, however, is

not topolopical in nature. All these algorithms reduce the

dependence of the final la:yout on the ordering and are,

therefore, improvements on Lee's algorithm. The first two

do not possess any lookahead. Rubin's iterative algorithm

provides lookahead from the second iteration on, since,

after the first iteration, most wires are on the board and

can be used as an indication of the paths to avoid,
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However, since the first iteration begins with an empty

board, the convergence to the final layout is much slower

than if a lookahead capability had been consciously
. t-J included.

The fundamental problem with the current approach is

that it has evolved from that for single layer boards. For

interconnection on a single layer the approach, having

obtained the wire list, is to route the wires, which, in

turn requires an ordering step because of the non-iterative

nature of most wire routin? algorithms. When

ir@erconnecting on multilayer boards the approach has been
. -

to reduce it to several disjoint single layer problems.

Hence the introduction of the layering step before

ordering step,

In the next section we shall attempt to develop

scr;lMh a philosophy for multilayer boards,

the

from
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3. DEVELOPI4EMT OF i'I-+C PJEW P EIILOSOPE1Y

The layering step depends heavily upon the ability to

neasure the degree of interference between wires. The best

way to do SO is to actually try and eliminate or at least to

minimize the intersections between the wires, The tenacious

intersections which refuse to be eliminated indicate strong

interference between the pairs of wires causing them, At

this point, the layout of the wires would , hopefully, be

closer to their eventual layout. The layerin? step would be

able;__-to operate on the basis of more reliable information
. -
than it would have with the Euclidean or I-IDR representa-tion

of the wires. Of equal importance is the fact that the

layout could be checked to ensure that the capacity of the1

board IJC? S not exceeded in any area,. This would avoid the

problems arising out of layering the wires in a manner such

that more wires were azsiqned to a layer than that layer had

capacity for.

.
By attempting to route the wires before layering we

would, in effect, be considering the interference between

wires taking into account all the factors mentioned earlier,
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such as the density distribution of wires, the distance from

the point of intersection to the end of a wire, etc. It is

hoped that this approach will result in a layerirq- that

4 yields a higher completion rate.

It is true, too, that just as the layering is dependent

on the final layout, so is the layout dependent upon the

l.ayerinF. Specifically, when laying out the wires, one need

not worry about Vntersectin~tt wires that will not end up on

the same layer, However, in avoiding such intersections we

nerely err on the safe side and, perhaps, cause sone

c&rcuitous interconnections. Puttirq the layout step first
. -

results in, at worst, sone waste of effort, but layering

first can result in unroutable layers..

Fundamental, then, to our new alporithn i s the

philosophy which recuires us to route the wires before

layering them. This is the major point of departure fror?

previous approaches. In addition, we shall try and avoid

the limitations that we have observed in some of the

existing alcorithns, They are sur?marized  below:

1 . The lack of a lookahead capability,

3L i Topological inflexibility,i.e,, the inability to
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push wires aside to make way f'or another wire.

3. The inability to re-route wires..

4. Fragmentation of the interconnection problem into a
.\.a -> nunber of disjoint steps resulting in local

optimization.

5. The use of ouestionable performance measures for

each of these disjoint steps,

Many of the alforithns described in the literature ha.ve

addressed one or more of these points. However, we are not

aware of any system that has attacked all of them

EeFinninr with the basic algorithm prescribed by our newzz -
. -
philosophy, we shall, s t e p b;r step, refine our algorithm

until we have considered all these points,

ALGOIiITHf!  1 .

1 . Obtain the wire list fron the net list. Attempt to

provide a fairly uniform distribution over the board

of the wire density.
P

L1 Route the wires3 on a single layer so as to obtain

the ninimii: number of intersections, without

exceeding the capacity of any region,

3-. Layer the wires.
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Mile forninE the wire list we bear in mind the

correlation between the existence of congested areas and

difficulty in routing the wires. Accordingly, rather than

concentrating on mininizinc the total net lencth, we shall

try and equalize the wire density over the board . The

routing is acconplished by one of the wire routing

alrporithms nentioned in the literature, \Je shall not, at

present specify which one and shall return to this issue in

the next section. Ke proceed with the routing as though \Je

had just one layer, but we account for the availability of L

lyers by multiplyinF the capacity of every area on the
. -

layer by L. Thus, if we were using Lee's algorithm, we

would permit upto L wires to pass through every square on

the grid-. Once acain, we do not at present specify the

layering algorithm to be used and shall postpone it to the

next section,

The algorithm in its present form is not satisfactory.

It suffers from a 1 1 the linitations that we have listed,

Our first refinement will be to provide a little
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intelligence to the algorithm in the form of a lookahead

capability. Step 2 of the previous algorithm is replaced by

the following:

-4%

ALGOHITHFI 2

1 . Obtain the wire list from the net list, Attempt to

provide a fair ly uniform distribution over the board

of the wire density.,

2,1, Lay out all the wires using canonical paths.

2 . 2 . Order the wires.

2 . 3 . Route the wires in the above order so as toL‘ .
. -

minimize the number of intersections and ensuring

that no capacity is exceeded,

3. Layer the wires,

If the layout is to be performed by a rectilinear

routinfr alEorithm, the canonical path is two sides of the

PILli? ‘. Uhen we introduce topological  routing, the canonical

path will be the Euclidean straight line joining the two

pins. rJo\l , during: the routing of any wire, whether it be

the first or the last one, we have all the other wires laid
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out on the board. The alp-orithn can attempt to avoid paths

that are potentially troublesome. If step 2. 1 is thought of

as a first pass and 2.3 as a second pass at routing, we see
bg!3 that we have provided a certain amount of iteration, Step

2 3l L requires heuristics which can only be validated

empirically. If past experience with ordering is to be

believed we should not expect the ordering to impact

performance substantially as lonp as we do not resort to any

obviously foolish policy. For the time being we shall

assume that the wires are ordered by some rule wh ich tends

to place lonp tyires, with many intersections, at the top of

t&e list, Consequently, short wires get re-routed last and
. -

tend to maintain their oriFina1 short paths while the long

wires tend to avoid the conrested areas. This approach is

superior to the previous one in that, first, the lonp wires

try to avoid the short wires ,, If unable to do so, the

short wires later will try to avoid the long ones.. This

reduces to s 0 n e extent the problems arisin? from

one-\/ire-at-a-time routing- with a rigid ordering,

The algorithm still suffers from the fact that a

definite orderinfr exists rJith the attendent worry that this

was, perhaps, not the best ordering for this particular
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board. k/e attempt to reduce the dependence upon the

ordering by usinf a topological routin? algorithm such as

Hitchcocks Cellular routing algorithm which assigns a

t<polo,c:ically distinct path but does not tie the wire down

to a specific physical path. This permits the router to

"move" wires aside and makes the layout step less sensitive

to the order specified, Step 2.3 is altered to read as

follotJs:

ALGORIT1IF1 3

1f ,' Obtain the wire list from the net list. Attempt to
. -

provide a fairly uniform distribution over the board

of the wire density.

2.1. Lay out all the Mres using: canonical paths,

2,2, Order the wires.

2.3. TopoloFically route the wires in the above order

so as to minimize intersections Mthout exceeding

any capacity.

3 2 Layer the wires,

Our last refinement to the routine step is to nake it

iterative, thereby removing almost all dependence on the
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order specified insof'ar as the final lF!yout is concerned,

The speed of convergence to this final layout will

definitely depend on this ordering, and we shall, therefore,

retain this step. The procedure used is to repeatedly

re-route the wires in the order specified until no further

improvement is observed. The question that next arises is

whether the order should reclain static or should change with

each iteration, This is 3 heuristic that is best decided

er7pirically. The alrorithr? reflecting these changes is:

L’ .

. -

1 . Obtain the \rire list frorl the net list, Attempt to

provide a fairly uniforn distribution over the board

of' the wire density,

2,l i Layout the wires in their straight Euclidean

paths.

2.2 Order the wires.

2,3 Topolo~iczlly re-route the wires in the order

specified,

2,4. If' any improvement was observed then repeat 2,2

or 2.3,

3,. Layer the wires,



The above algorithm developed out of an attempt to

approach the layout problem in the way a human -- or rather,

th'?s human -- might have. The natural line of- attack seemed

to be to picture the wires as rubber bands stretched out

between the corresponding pairs of pins. Intersections

would then be elininated or minimized by stretching one of

the intersecting rubber bands over the pin of the other,

The choice of which wire of the pair to move lrould depend

upon which pin was closer to the point of intersection& Use

would be made at each point in time of the current layout of

all the other wires, and the w o u 1 df - process naturally be
. -
iterative. Accordingly, the layout step developed here has

been affectionately dubbed the Rubber Rand Algorithm.

\Je shall now discuss the layering step. Presumably, we

have eliminated all intersections that could be renoved

without exceeding the capacity of any area of the board

(nultiplied as it is by a factor of L), Our only recourse

now is to elininate the renaininq intersections by assigning

intersecting wires to different layers. Care would have to

be taken to not assign wires to a layer such that the

capacity of any repion is exceeded?, We would have to modify
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the layering algorithm of' our choice to check for capacity

violations and flap: these as interference in a.ddition to the

more obvious interference in the form of intersections.
r-4-3

The layerinp step can be improved cbTr making i t

iterative. By doinF‘: so Llc? reduce its dependence on the

order in which the wires were 0rijQnally considered for

assignment. lie now have the follot!ing algorithm:

ALGOHIT'MII 5

L‘ . 1 . Obtain the wire list fror! the net list, Attempt to
. -

provide 2 fairly uniform distribution over the board

of the wire density.

2 . 1 . Layout the wires in their straight Euclidean

paths.

2.2 Order the wires.

2.3 Topolo~ically re-route the wires in

specified.

2 . 4 . . If any improvement was observed then

or 2.3,

3. Layer the \;ires iteratively,

the order

repeat 2.2
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Needless to say, we shall still have a few intersecting

wires on each layer at the end of all this6 This might be

t h e result of having tried to route the wires before

Mferiny. Consequently, we perFitted certain intersections

which we should not have in an attempt to eliminate

intersections which we need n o t have since those wires

subsequently went on to different layers, Our sins have

caupht up Mth us ! We shall try to rectify natters by

re-routing: wires within the assigned layer. A side benefit

0 f‘ this step is that wires which are unneccessarily

circuitous (another consequence of routing before layering)

can as:.ume more direct paths:
. w

ALGORIT!IIl  6

1 . Obtain the wire list from the net list, Attempt to

provide a fairly uniform distribution over the board

of the wire density.

2.1% Layout the wires in their straight

paths.

2,2 Order the wires,

2,3 Topoloqically re-route the wires in

specified,

Euclidean

the order



-
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2*4. If my improvement was observed then repeat 2.2

or 2.3.

3,. Lqcr the \rires.
--4-a

4 . 1 . Order the lrires on each layer,

ii.2 Use the Kubber Band Alf-orithm on each layer._*

The last refinement to the layering: step is to apply

iterative layerinf- \,Ji t h sinultaneous re-routine to wires

lihich Five us difficulty, Such wires would be re-routed on

all layers and assigned to that on which it has fewest

intersections, The final version of our alporithn is:

2 -

. -

ALGOKITHFi 7

1. CJbtain the \4re list fror? the net list. Attenpt to

provide a fairly uniform distribution over the boar?

of the wire density,

2 '. 1 . Layout the Llires in their straight Euclidean

paths.

2,2 Order the \,rires.

3 ?L.d Topolo~ically re-route the wires in the order

specified.

2 . 4 . If any improvement w;ls cbserved then repeat 2 '. 2
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or 2.3.

3. Layer the lyires.

4 . 1 . Order the wires on each layer.
3'-4 4.2 Use the Rubber Fand Plrporithm on each layer.

5. Repeat the laycrinF step (3) with the modification

that each candidate i'or reassipnment  is tentatively

assiRned to each layer and piven its ninimum

intersection path. T;'hc wire is f'inally assigned to

the layer on \:hich it hzr: fewest intersections.

ty introducing  steps 4 2. n d 5 we have attempted to

reduce the effect of theL‘ . frarmentation caused by having

'distinct routinp and layerinf- steps (2 and 3>5 The

ter?ptation to avoid frarnentation  entirely by or.littinp steps

. 2, 3 and 4 is strong. ke LJOV~CJ  then have one bir iterative

loop which \Jould perforr: layerin- and routing at the same

time. This wo\!ld take a tremendous aoount of time tc

converge. The akorithm in its present form per-nits faster

convergence, and the existence of step 5 removes the effects

of' the fragmentation in steps 2 through 4.
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4 . II1PLEIIEI~~TATIOIJ

--a In this section we shall discuss the specific

alporithm to be employed to inplement the Rubber Band

Airorithn and the layering*

The Rubber Rand Aleorithcl requires a w i r e routin?

alcorithr.1  which will rleet the follot,rinF requirements:

1, It routes the wires topolorically,  i.e., it fixes

,* - the pins between which the wire passes, but does not
. -

fix the precise points through it passes.

2. It checks whether the capacity of any area will be

exceeded by routing the wire through it,

-3,* It should be capable of peneratinc all, or nest, of

the possible paths available for routing the wire,

Mtchcock's Cellular a1rorithr-z [HITC69] is the best

choice since it neetz all three requirements, Hiyhtower'?

alrorithn [IiIGIIGgJ COUP be mde to meet the first condition

by f‘2 irly Kinor modificatiot3. Gut the enhancements

necessary to allow it to Fake mpacity checks mmld rmke it
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look very much like the Cell11lar algorithm. M ah and

Steinberc's Topological Class routine algorithm [MAH72]

falls short in that only certain types of interconnection

pafh S are permitted, The Channel Assignment algorithm

[HASH72] developed by IIasir?oto and Stevens requires that

each layer have paths of only one orientation, either

horizontal or vertical. Such a routin? strategy requires a

larce nunber of .C1VlaS ‘. l/e would prefer to develop an

algorithm which attempts an interconnection with no vias at

all if possible. If the Channel Assignment alForithn were

generalized  to p e r 13 i t both horizontal as well as vertical

paths on the sane layer, then the capacity check would bef -
co-replicated sufficiently to be similar once again to

Hitchcock's scheme.

Ue shall, therefore, consider two wire routing:

algorithms -- the Cellular routine one and a line routing

algorithn which may be thought of as an extension of either

Iiichtower's algorithm or of Hasimoto and Stevens' with the

necessary capacity checks added.

The layerin? problem has been f;ivcn an excellent

treatment by Rubin [NJ13173]. His conclusion is that the
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best layer-in? alcorithn is the Fast Assignment one developed

by him. This algorithm is iterative in nature and will suit

u s perfectly, The Fast Assi,cPnment algorithm is outlined

J belOW

1 . Assign all wires to layer 1 and establish a table

showing the number of intersections each wire would

have on each layer, Order the wires on each layer

in a linear list in the order of decreasing number

of intersections.

3L,, Choose layer 1 as the current layer,

L' . 33 Choose the first wire in the list of the
. -

layer as the current wire.

4. Find from the table the minimum number,

intersections that it has on any layer.

current

PI, of

5. If PI is less than the current number of

intersections reassign the current wire to the first

layer on which it has 151 intersections. Attach it to

the bottom of the corresponding layer list. Update

the intersection table.

6, If PI eauals the current number of intersections then
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set the current wire aside for consideration later.

7. Choose the next wire from the current layer list as

the current wire if all the wires have not yet been

--41 considered and repeat from 4,

0W. Choose the first wire that was set aside as the

current wire..

9% If on any layer it has fewer or an equal number of

intersections as on the current layer then assign it

to the first such layer. Attach it to the bottom of

the corresponding layer list, Update the

intersection table.

10; Repeat from 8 until all wires set aside have beens
. -

tried in the order in which they were set aside.

1 1 I If on any of the last L layers a reassignment was

made then choose the next layer as the current

layer. Repeat from 3,

12. stop*

The algorithm as listed here differs from Rubin's in

the introduction of layer lists. This ensures that a wire
c

which has just been assigned to a layer will be the last

candidate for reassignment.
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5. A SAMPLE PROULEL'I

Since this alrorithn has not yet been implemented, a
e-41

simple problem, which could be solved manually, has been

used, Fig*1 is the sample board to be interconnected on two

layers,

ITic,.2 shows the result of first layerin,?, using the

Fast Assignment algorithm, and then routing. The

intersections were inevitable since the layerinp step, on

the basis of the strai,qht line intersections, assigned wires

Mthout regard to the capacity. Figs.3 through 5 are the
. -

results of Algorithms 1 through 3, the layering beinE

effected by the Fast Assignment algorithm in all cases, A

steady improvement nay be noted, The relative costs of the

algorithms may be deduced from the statistics presented for

the number of lines routed (more than the number of wires if

iteration is employed), the number of wires inspected during

layering and the number of wires that are reassigned to the

other layer. Fic.6 shows the result of Algorithm 6,

FivJ i s  t h e result of reconfiguring the two nets

consistin? of wires C,J and H,E respectively to minimize the

conpestion through the central part of the board,
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a So far the newly developed algorithm has attempted to

interconnect pins without the use of vias. Whereas the

operation of this algorithm does not hince upon the

availability of vias, their presence can help in r0utin.E the

last few wires for which the algorithm has been unsuccessful

in finding a path without intersections. If the vias are

fixed, an attempt is nade to find a path passing throuph

vias such that no section of the path (the portion between

two vias) intersects wires on every layer, If floating viasL‘ .
are available the problem is sinplified, The best route

found so far for the wire is divided up into sections such

that no section intersects wires on every layer. The vias

are introduced at the endpoints of each section*

Another possibility is that an a t t e m p t  b e made to

modify the net list for the net which includes the problem

wire. An alternate path could be found to connect the net

which is left disconnected by the deletion of the problem

wire.



Use could also be made of the existence of equivalent

pins to facilitate the layout step. If two wires Poing to

equivalent pins intersect, the intersection can be
h$3 eliminated by exchang;inF the pins. This is auite simple if

a topological  routing algorithm is being: used, This applies

both to pins on a packape as well as to external pins,. Thus

we see that the external pin assiEnment should be frozen

only after the layout step.

7. COFJCLUSIOIJ

L' ̂ Arguments have been advanced for questioning the
. -

traditional approach to the interconnection problem, A new

philosophy has been advanced which is more suited to

multilayered boards. An interconnection algorithm has been

developed based on this philosophy.

The alporithn is perfectly penera in that it applies

equally well to single layer boards as to multilayer boards,

Nhen used with single layer boards, it would reduce to the

Rubber Band alfrorithn, and would possess the desirable

features of lookahead, iteration and topological

flexibility,
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Work is currently in progress to inplement and evaluate

this algorithm.

4
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